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finally, a hindi adaptation of thiagarajan kumararajas aaranya kaandam is in pre-production. producers ramesh taurani (tips industries) and akshai puri
(12th street entertainment) have acquired exclusive rights to this neo-noir action thriller. while other details remain under wraps, the project is to be
helmed by ajay bahl known for his audacious directorial success section 375. aaranya kaandam is the first installment of the `jungle’ trilogy set in a

parallel universe where the protagonist is a cop who happens to be a cop from that universe. however, he is sent to this universe because of a mistake.
the film’s director thiagarajan kumararaja, who also wrote the story, says, aaranya kaandam is an urban thriller with a cinematic and visual look. it’s a

neo-noir film with neo-noir elements. when i was writing it, i felt that no one had attempted this and this is what made me take a risk. aaranya kaandam
is a metaphor of ramayana. the main character is a policeman from our world. in the first half, he appears as a character from our world. he is often

drunk and takes bribes. then he gets a call from our world to take a woman to safety. he is challenged to a fight where he faces an avatar of rama. the
film’s climax takes place in our world. the film’s title translates into `jungle chapter`. aaranya kaandam is a 2011 tamil action film, written and directed

by newcomer thiagarajan kumararaja. it is supposedly the first neo-noir film in tamil cinema. the story takes place in a day in the lives of the six
protagonists, played by jackie shroff, ravi krishna, sampath raj and newcomers yasmin ponnappa, somasundaram and master vasanth. produced by s.

p. b.
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Aaranya Kaandam full movie is released on 7 May 2011. Characters of the movie : Prakash Raj, Priya Banerjee, Siddharth, M.K.Narayanan, Sandeep
Chaudhary, Dileep and Kausalya. It is completely based on the life of Kamba Ramayanam Mahatyam author and Rama-charan. This movie is inspired by

the life of Kamba Ramayanam Mahatyam author and Rama-charan. Story of the movie : An evil king Ravana plans to conquer and rule over earth. He
even tries to take over Lord Rama's aaranya kaandam as well. But, he fails to get what he wants. Though he fails, he transforms his consort to a serpent

by using powerful spells. With the help of this serpent who goes by the name of Chattrapathi and his faithful servant Vibhisana, he tries to break the
bonds that the Lord Rama has with him. Just like the Lord Rama, he also wishes to rule the people of the world. Production team : A blockbuster film in

tamil cinema, and also the first live action movie in Indian cinema, aaranya kaandam was directed by Balachander. The story was based on the
Ramayana by Valmiki. The tamil film has come out of the production houses with a lot of expectations and has created a big controversy. The film was

remade in Telugu as Ponnavulu, and became a blockbuster. Directed by Balachander, a 2010 aaranya kaandam was an adaptation of kamba
ramayanam - a tamil series of kambar composed by tarakathil munusamy. this was the first tamil movie to be made under the 3-D technology.
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